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Press release               
End of the Virtual AF Intercontinental Jr. Sabre Cup 2020 
United We Win! 1,260,285 impressions in  

                            
CDMX, México, Jun 30th, 2020. The first AF 

Virtual Intercontinental Jr. Sabre Cup 2020 has ended 

with great success. The first two places went to 

Modawi Allhayyal from Saudi Arabia and Martín Leal 

from Chile. However, it is global fencing unity the 

greatest victory, because our athletes chose to share 

the joy of fencing on our way to normality and to the 

"Tokyo 2020" Olympics to be held next year. A 

hundred athletes managed to summon 75,916 visitors 

who returned 1,260,285 times in one week, 

committed to virtual competition on our 

Instagram page @cpe.fencing thus revealing a 

significant sociological event that happens right 

at the crossroads of the collective response to a 

pervasive virus, with the opportunities provided 

by social networks. The CPE will seek to develop 

this experience, as a means of mass advertising 

to promote fencing worldwide and attract new 
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future fencers, thus reaffirming its always 

innovative character. 

 In this series of Virtual Cups we appreciate 

and celebrate the participation of fencers from 

the other FIE Continental Confederations. 

Thus, young athletes have shown their 

knowledge, passion for fencing and mutual 

respect under the same rules of Fair Play that 

enrich live competitions, to leave their 

enthusiastic mark on organized sport through 

this event, first of its kind among the Olympic 

disciplines. We will soon open registrations for 

the Intercontinental Virtual Epee and Foil Cups, 

and we will announce two creative CPE projects 

that extend this innovative initiative. Let's go! 

Connect and Get Happy with your real friends 

and colleagues in this virtual environment!!!  

 

Honor Roll:   Winners and Participating Audience 


